Highly resolved profiles of the mean velocity in turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection in air are presented and discussed. The present work extends our recently performed experiments at constant aspect ratio ͓Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 234504 ͑2007͔͒ to variable aspect ratios. The experiments cover a range of Rayleigh numbers 10 9 Ͻ RaϽ 10 12 and aspect ratios 1.13Ͻ⌫Ͻ11.3 whereas the Prandtl number is fixed at Pr= 0.7. The major finding of the present work is that the profiles of the mean horizontal velocity and its fluctuations are virtually invariant against the variation in Ra or ⌫ if the wall distance is scaled by the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. Furthermore we have studied typical length scales of the boundary layer and their scaling with Ra and ⌫. Regarding a potential transition of the heat transport toward the ultimate regime we found that the boundary layer Reynolds number remains below Re ␦ = 250 which is significantly lower than the predicted limit.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although we know at least since Prandtl's experiments in 1932 ͓1͔ that the heat transport from a hot ͑cold͒ solid surface to a surrounding fluid strongly depends on the flow field near the wall, there is still a substantial lack of knowledge about the velocity field in this convective boundary layer. The Rayleigh-Bénard ͑RB͒ system-an adiabatic box in which a fluid is heated from below and cooled from above-is a simple and very well suited model experiment to study this layer. The purpose of the present work is to investigate experimentally the shape of the mean velocity profile near the cooling plate of a large-scale RB system. It is our intention here to evaluate systematically the predictive power of existing phenomenological theories.
The flow in a cylindrical RB cell that we consider here is characterized by three "input parameters," namely, the Rayleigh number Ra= ͑␥g⌬H 3 ͒ / ͑͒, the aspect ratio ⌫ = D / H, and the Prandtl number Pr= / whereas its response to the applied temperature difference is reflected by the global "output parameters," namely, Reynolds number Re= vH / and Nusselt number Nu= ͑4HQ ͒ / ͑D 2 ⌬͒. In these definitions the variables stand for the following physical quantities: ␥-isobaric expansion coefficient, g-gravitational acceleration, ⌬-temperature difference between both horizontal plates, -kinematic viscosity, -thermal diffusivity, D-diameter of the cell, H-plate distance, v-mean velocity, Q -convective heat flux, and -thermal conductivity.
Because of the absence of experiments meeting both the requirement of high Rayleigh number and high spatial resolution of velocity measurements in recent decades attention has concentrated on the global transfer functions Re ͑Ra, Pr, ⌫͒ and Nu ͑Ra, Pr, ⌫͒ ͑see, e.g., ͓2-6͔͒. It is beyond any doubt that these functions strongly depend on the structure of the boundary layers near the heated ͑cooled͒ wall and theoretical predictions have to imply assumptions regarding the flow field inside these regions. Particularly for high Rayleigh numbers, i.e., RaϾ 10 10 well-resolved measurements of velocity or temperature are quite scarce. Therefore scaling laws for Re and Nu were often derived on the basis of the assumption that the profile of the mean horizontal velocity is that of an isothermal shear layer over a flat plate. Going that way a number of peculiarities of the convective boundary layer are neglected. This concerns, e.g., the variation in the fluid properties with temperature ͑see ͓7͔͒, the superposition and the interaction of both the velocity and the temperature field, the plume advection at the edge of the boundary layer ͑see ͓8,9͔͒, and finally the oscillation of the orientation of the outer flow as observed in cylindrical RB cells with aspect ratio ⌫ Ϸ 1 ͑see ͓10,11͔͒. There is some evidence that at high Rayleigh numbers RaϾ 10 7 ͑see ͓12-14͔͒ the temperature does not rise linear with the wall distance as frequently assumed. One might therefore expect that this is also true for the velocity field.
First velocity measurements inside the viscous boundary layer of an air-filled RB experiment were undertaken by Deardorff and Willis ͓15͔ and Fitzjarrald ͓16͔ using a hotwire anemometer. However, their measurements were limited to Ra numbers RaϽ 10 7 and too small for similarity theories to be applicable. Subsequent velocity measurements inside the boundary layer in highly turbulent RB convection were carried out exclusively in water ͑PrϷ 5, ... ,7͒. Applying a photometric dye technique, Belmonte et al. ͓17͔ found that the mean horizontal velocity in a small cubic water cell rises linear with the distance from the plate. However, the spatial resolution was limited to about six measurement points between the wall and the location of the velocity maximum. The development of laser-based measurement techniques about 15 years ago allowed nonintrusive velocity measurements avoiding any disturbance of the flow. Xia and co-workers ͓18,19͔ obtained profiles of the horizontal velocity up to Ra= 10 10 by measuring the transfer time of particles between two parallel laser beams. Further velocity measurements in water using Particle Image Velocimetry were reported in ͓20,21͔ or very recently in ͓22͔. All those experiments confirm the linear rising of the velocity with the plate distance very close to the wall. However, one has to keep in mind that because of the large Prandtl number of water the thermal boundary layer is small compared with the viscous one and it nests within the latter. It clearly differs from PrϷ 1 fluids where both boundary layers exhibit the same thickness. The present work aims to provide data and to de-rive scaling relations for those fluids which are relevant for many natural and technical processes. For that purpose we use a large-scale RB experiment which has been operated by our group since the year 2001. In this experimental facilityalso called the "Barrel of Ilmenau"-we study the velocity field up to Ra= 10 12 by using a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ Laser Doppler anemometer ͑LDA͒.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe the experimental facility, the measurement setup, and the data processing algorithms. In Secs. III and IV the results at constant and variable aspect ratio, respectively, are discussed and our intention is to answer particularly the following three questions: ͑i͒ Does the model of an isothermal shear flow over a flat plate adequately describe the mean flow profile of the convective boundary layer?
͑ii͒ How does the structure of the velocity field inside the boundary layer depend on the Rayleigh number and on the aspect ratio?
͑iii͒ How do typical length scales depend on the Rayleigh number and on the aspect ratio?
In Sec. V the results are summarized. A brief account of a limited part of this work, namely, the mean velocity profiles for ⌫ Ϸ 1, has been given in ͓23͔.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The data presented here were all obtained in a cylindrical RB cell 7.15 m in diameter which is sketched in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The cell confines ambient air whose Prandtl number of Pr = 0.7 is nearly constant over the temperature range investigated here. An electrical heating plate at the bottom as well as a free-hanging cooling plate at the top trigger the convective motion of the flow. The distance between both plates can be varied continuously from H = 0.05 m up to a maximum possible value of H = 6.30 m. Between both plates a temperature difference 4 K Ͻ⌬ Ͻ 60 K can be applied. The variation in both quantities H and ⌬ corresponds to a very wide range of input parameters, namely, 10 5 Ͻ RaϽ 10 12 and 1.13Ͻ⌫Ͻ150. However, in the present work we focus on Rayleigh numbers RaϾ 7 ϫ 10 8 and aspect ratios 1.1Ͻ⌫ Ͻ 11.3. The nonuniformity of the temperature over the surface of the cooling plate is typically less than 0.3 K at the lower bound of ⌬ and less than 1.0 K at the upper one. Both plates are leveled horizontally with a maximum error of 0.1°and their distance is measured with an accuracy better than 1 cm. In order to ensure the adiabatic boundary condition the sidewall of the cell consists of two insulating layers with an electrical panel heating system in between. The temperature of each of the 18 heating panels around the cell is controlled in such a way that the temperature of the panel is equal to the temperature at the interface between the inner insulating layer and the air. As long as the temperature inside the RB cell does not fall below the ambient temperature-a condition which was satisfied in all experiments reported here-this system effectively prevents the heat flow through the sidewall. A more detailed description of the apparatus is given in one of our previous papers ͓13͔. The present work is exclusively concerned with measurements of profiles of the mean horizontal velocity and its fluctuations. All profiles were measured along the central axis near the cooling plate, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . A glass window with a diameter of 8 cm permitted the optical access for the LDA. Since it is known from previous works that the orientation of the horizontal velocity vector in cylindrical RB cells varies over a wide angle ͑see, e.g., ͓24,25͔͒, a simple one-dimensional measurement of the velocity was found to be insufficient to provide reliable velocity profiles. In order to demonstrate this, Fig. 2͑a͒ shows how strongly the direction of the large-scale circulation changes over large time scales. More precisely, it shows the mean angle ͑z͒ of the horizontal velocity vector ͑to be defined below͒ for the full 48 h profile measurement at ⌫ = 1.13 and Ra= 5.38ϫ 10 11 . Each of the points corresponds to the time average over a 1 h series at a fixed distance z from the cooling plate. Since z has been increased by one step per hour, the profile shown in Fig.  2͑a͒ can be considered as the time history of the orientation of the large-scale circulation. Unlike in rectangular or slightly tilted cylindrical RB cells where the mean flow is forced into a fixed direction ͑see, e.g., ͓26͔͒, this shows that in our experiment the mean angle of the flow undergoes variations as large as about / 4 ͑e.g., +29°at z = 85 mm and −16°at z =90 mm͒. Therefore it was found necessary to simultaneously measure both horizontal velocity components using two single LDA probes with different orientation.
The probes were mounted on a high precision traverse system with a mutual angle of = 21°and could be moved in vertical ͑z͒ direction in steps of ⌬z = 0.01 mm. They were adjusted to ensure that the measurement volumes coincide in the same point of space. The position z = 0 mm was defined as the point at which the centers of the measurement volumes ͑which are ellipsoids with a diameter of about 0.1 mm and a length of about 1.5 mm͒ were located precisely at the lower surface of the glass window. The fact, that a fraction of the measurement volume penetrates the glass window for all positions z Ͻ 0.75 mm, causes a small positive measurement error, and distorts the near-wall parts of the profiles discussed in Secs. III and IV. For all LDA measurements cold-atomized droplets of Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat ͑DEHS͒ with a size of about 1 m were used as tracer particles. They were injected at the edge of the cooling plate far from the mean flow during a short time of approximately 15 s/h. FIG. 1. ͑a͒ Sketch of the experimental setup and ͑b͒ the 2D laser Doppler anemometer ͑LDA͒ velocity measurement along the central axis of the convection cell. The circular arrow in ͑a͒ is a schematic representation of the large-scale circulation which occurs for aspect ratios near unity. The light-gray shaded region is a qualitative sketch of the velocity boundary layers ͑not to scale͒.
Time series of both horizontal velocity components v x ͑z , t͒ and v y ͑z , t͒ were captured at 39 different z positions starting at z = 90 mm and up to the smallest distance from the plate z = 0.47 mm. We are mainly interested in the mean velocity and its fluctuations. In order to obtain reliable data free from statistical errors it is required that the length of the time series significantly exceeds the longest time scales of the velocity signal. In Fig. 2͑b͒ a typical turbulent velocity signal measured at z = 150 mm using an omnidirectional hotfilm sensor at ⌫ = 1.13 and Ra= 7.15ϫ 10 11 is plotted. The sampling rate of the measurement was 0.1 s −1 , but the graph presents the moving average over a period of 360 s. The example shows that the largest time scales of the evolution of the horizontal velocity are at least of the order of 5 h, i.e., 450 times larger than an eddy turnover time of the largescale circulation which is about 40 s. Occasional events such as the velocity breakdown between the hours 21 and 26 where the magnitude of the horizontal velocity decreased by about a 40% reduce the quality of the statistics of the data again. Due to this fact time series of at least 50 h at each position z would be required to produce data with high statistical accuracy but it was impossible to realize in our present setup. So we decided to limit the measurement time to 1 h at each position keeping in mind that the results are slightly more uncertain than, e.g., those obtained in isothermal shear flows.
Before we started with the data processing, all time series had to run a prefiltering process in which spurious bursts from the surface of the glass window and readings outside a limit of five standard deviations around the mean were removed. In the next step the data stochastically sampled and prefiltered were transformed into equidistant time series Unlike in the usually used definition of the Rayleigh number we substituted ⌬ by twice the difference between the measured bulk temperature and the very homogeneous temperature of the cooling plate ⌬ =2͑ B − CP ͒. This avoids uncertainties coming from the nonuniformity of the bottom plate temperature. All quantities appearing in the similarity parameters were evaluated for the bulk temperature B .
III. RESULTS FOR CONSTANT ASPECT RATIO
We start our discussion by presenting the profiles of the mean horizontal velocity at constant aspect ratio ⌫ = 1.13. As reported in numerous experimental and numerical works by, e.g., Verzicco and Camussi ͓27͔, Sreenivasan et al. ͓28͔, or Xia et al. ͓26͔ the convective flow develops a very stable single roll in RB cells of a cylindrical geometry with aspect ratio of order unity. This roll almost fills the space of the cell and forms distinct velocity boundary layers at both horizontal plates. However, there is as yet little consensus about the detailed structure of the flow field inside those layers particularly at high Rayleigh numbers RaϾ 10 10 . Since, however, it is a widely held view that the boundary layer remains laminar up to at least Ra= 10 14 ͑see, e.g., ͓4͔͒ we first inquire whether our profiles can be approximately described by that of a laminar shear layer of Blasius type.
To this end we have plotted the measured profiles in a normalized form as v ‫ء‬ ͑͒ with v 
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036318-3 data along with the mean velocity profile according to Blasius is shown in Fig. 3 . It is worth pointing out that the length scale x ͑see Fig. 4 and Table I͒ was only of the order of x Ϸ 10 cm and about 30 times less than the natural path length D / 2 along the plate. The quantity remained virtually unchanged in the parameter range of Ra investigated here. This is a further indication that the near-wall region in turbulent convection exhibits a different evolution than we know from typical boundary layers, e.g., in aerodynamics. Due to our adjustment regarding ‫ץ‬v ‫ء‬ / ‫ץ‬ ͉ =0 all measured profiles almost coincide with the linear part of the Blasius solution for Ͻ 2. Small deviations from the linear shape are caused by the systematic error of the measurements very close to the wall and in the definition of the position z =0 mm ͑see the inset of Fig. 3͒ . Following the shape of the normalized profiles toward larger distances all profiles collapse again for Ͼ 15 but they are noticeably lower than the prediction of the laminar shear layer in the intermediate range 2 Ͻ Ͻ 15. The highest deviation is at Ϸ 5, usually considered as the edge of the laminar boundary layer. In a convective boundary layer this region is characterized by the permanent advection of plumes interacting with the mean ͑outer͒ flow. It is clear that these plumes generate an additional wall-normal flow component which strongly enhances the momentum transport leading to the larger flatness of velocity profiles in convective boundary layers. A better understanding of these processes will be possible once we know the wall-normal velocity component v z . However, this was not measurable in the current setup and will be part of our future work.
As known long time ago the heat transfer through a RB cell also depends on the relation between the thermal and the viscous boundary layer ͑see, e.g., ͓17͔͒. In a gas like air with nearly the same coefficients and for molecular momentum and heat transport, one expects that velocity and temperature rise in the same manner with increasing distance from the cooling plate. Indeed, if we scale both quantities such that v ‫ء‬ , ⌰ ‫ء‬ = 0 at the surface of the plate and v ‫ء‬ , ⌰ ‫ء‬ =1 at their maximum, both profiles are quite similar in spite of the fact that there is no direct correspondence between velocity and temperature. One typical example of this similarity is plotted in Fig. 5 at RaϷ 4 ϫ 10 11 but this agreement can TABLE I. Set of parameters and selected results for the constant aspect ratio ⌫ = 1.13, Pr= 0.7 measurement series. Ra v and Ra ⌰ are the Rayleigh numbers adjusted during the velocity and the temperature measurements, respectively, x is the path length used for the computation of , ␦ v and ␦ ⌰ are the displacement thicknesses for the viscous and the thermal boundary layer, v max is the maximum of the velocity, and Re ␦ is the boundary layer Reynolds number. be found for ⌫ = 1.13 and all Rayleigh numbers investigated in this work. In order to compare the profiles of velocity and temperature quantitatively we computed the thicknesses of the viscous and the thermal boundary layer. Unlike in previous works ͑see, e.g., ͓17͔͒ in which the authors computed these quantities from the near-wall gradient of the velocity and the temperature profile, our highly resolved profiles enable us to determine the displacement thickness which is a more global quantity and which better describes the full shape of the profiles. It is usually defined as
where Ј= ͑z͒ − CP is the difference between the measured temperature and the surface temperature of the cooling plate ͑see, e.g., ͓29͔͒. In the following it will referred to as defect temperature. We computed ␦ v and ␦ ⌰ by a discrete summation over the profiles according to the following equations:
͑4͒
The inset of Fig. 5 shows the results compared with the theoretical prediction ␦ v ϳ Ra −0.25 from ͓4͔. However, due to the limited domain of Ra of just one order of magnitude and the statistical scatter of the results we do not trust to judge about any differences between both scalings.
An open question of fundamental importance in RB convection is the existence of the so-called "ultimate regime," an enhancement of the heat transfer caused by the transition of the boundary layer from the laminar to the turbulent state. First it has been predicted by Kraichnan ͓30͔ at RaϷ 10 18 . In a refined theoretical analysis Grossmann and Lohse lowered that limit to RaϷ 10 14 ͓31͔ for gases with PrϷ 0.7. However, a clear experimental evaluation of this hypothesis is still missing. There is as well an experiment showing an enhancement in the heat transfer below Ra= 10 12 ͓32͔ as there are facilities in which the scaling exponent remains unchanged until Ra= 10 17 ͓5͔ and Ra= 3 ϫ 10 14 ͓33͔. Our velocity measurements enable us to evaluate directly the boundary layer Reynolds number which is defined as
͑5͒
This quantity is an appropriate criterion to find a signature for a potential transition to a turbulent boundary layer. Based on a stability analysis Schlichting and Gersten estimated this bound for an isothermal shear layer over a flat plate to Re ␦,c = 520 ͓29͔. Under the influence of an additional temperature gradient across the boundary layer Preston ͓34͔ as well as Grossmann and Lohse ͓4͔ predicted values of Re ␦,c = 320 and Re ␦,c = 420, respectively. We plot our values of Re ␦ in the domain 10 11 Ͻ RaϽ 10 12 in Fig. 6 . Below Ra= 6 ϫ 10
11 the boundary layer Reynolds number remains roughly constant at Re ␦ Ϸ 120, significantly below the lowest prediction limit predicted. Above this bound it slightly increases, but in the range of Ra investigated here it never exceeds the lowest critical value of Re ␦,c = 320. However, extrapolating the graph into the next decade of Ra, the limit will be exceeded and the boundary layer might become turbulent. Neither from the boundary layer Reynolds number nor from the shape of the velocity or the temperature profiles a transition to a turbulent boundary layer is indicated up to at least Ra =10
12 . This finding agrees well with Grossmann's prediction derived from the scaling theory ͓31͔ and also with very recent measurements in compressed sulfur hexafluoride ͑Pr 
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036318-5 sured the fluctuations of one horizontal velocity component in a water filled RB experiment at PrϷ 7 ͓37͔. For Ra Ͻ 10 11 they found out that vx ϳ z but the spatial resolution of their measurements was not sufficient to differentiate between various predictions. We plot three examples of the two-dimensional horizontal velocity fluctuations at Ra = 1.23ϫ 10 11 , Ra= 5.38ϫ 10 11 , and Ra= 9.77ϫ 10 11 in Fig. 7 . All profiles were normalized by the boundary layer thickness ␦ v . Below their maximum at z Ϸ ␦ the profiles collapse very well ͑see inset͒. Corresponding to the observation of Xin and Xia they rise linearly with the plate distance z irrespective of the systematic measurement error very close to the wall. An interesting observation is that for Ra= 1.23ϫ 10 11 the fluctuations decay after reaching a maximum while they remain approximately constant for the other ones. However, we do not want to judge here whether this phenomenon is physically justified or it is simply generated by the statistical uncertainties of the measurements.
IV. RESULTS FOR VARIABLE ASPECT RATIO
In the second part of our work we discuss the influence of the aspect ratio on the velocity field inside the boundary layer at the cooling plate. It would have been desirable to investigate the properties of the viscous boundary layer while varying the aspect ratio only and keeping the Rayleigh number constant. In our experiment, however, this would require to change the temperature difference by a factor of 1000 in order to compensate for the tenfold decrease in the height, necessary to increase the aspect ratio from 1.13 to 11.3. Since this is impossible, our variation in the aspect ratio is accompanied by a simultaneous variation in the Rayleigh number.
While for ⌫ Ϸ 1 and sufficiently large Rayleigh numbers one single roll develops inside cylindrical RB cells, this roll is replaced by multiple structures at higher aspect ratios ͑see, e.g., ͓25,38͔͒. Supposing that the flow field inside the boundary layer is affected by the global flow structure we expected the mean velocity field inside the boundary layer to be variable with changing ⌫. In order to evaluate this hypothesis a second series of experiments was undertaken in which the temperature difference between the heating and the cooling plates was maintained at ⌬ = 40 K and the aspect ratio was varied between its lowest possible value ⌫ = 1.13 ͑corre-sponding to Ra= 7.48ϫ 10 11 ͒ and ⌫ = 11.3 ͑Ra= 7.16ϫ 10 8 ͒. The exact parameters and the results can be found in Table  II .
At first we discuss the profiles of the mean horizontal velocity. Three examples at ⌫ = 1.13, ⌫ = 2.45, and ⌫ = 6.81 are shown in normalized form Fig. 8 . Despite the not insignificant statistical scatter of the data points the profiles remain virtually universal. This result obtained under the influence of various global flow structures is quite surprising for the moment but it supports the hypothesis that the developing of the convective boundary layer differs from that of an isothermal shear layer evolving along a flat plate. As already discussed in Sec. III the ratio of the thicknesses of the viscous and the thermal boundary layer ␦ v and ␦ ⌰ is of interest because some phenomenological scaling theories describing the global momentum and heat transport in turbulent RB convection ͑see, e.g., ͓4͔͒ rest upon assump- tions about it. We plot both quantities as a function of the aspect ratio in Fig. 9 . As seen in Sec. III the thicknesses of both boundary layers roughly correspond for the case of ⌫ = 1.13. However, with increasing aspect ratio the viscous boundary layer shrinks faster than the thermal one does. Using a least squares fit these experimental observations can be approximately described by the relations indicating that with decreasing distance between both horizontal plates the momentum transport throughout the boundary layer becomes more effective than the heat transport. A very interesting aspect would be to compensate the obtained relations ␦ v ͑⌫͒ and ␦ ⌰ ͑⌫͒ ͑which also include as a matter of fact a dependency on Ra by the Rayleigh dependency from the constant aspect ratio measurements, but unfortunately the latter one is not well defined and so we renounced here to do it͒.
Using the obtained values of ␦ v we compute a boundary layer Reynolds number and plot the results in Fig. 10 . It is not a surprise that with rising aspect ratio Re ␦ drops to values of the order Re ␦ Ϸ 20 far away from the transition limit to the turbulent boundary layer.
Finally we analyze the profiles of the horizontal velocity fluctuations and how they depend on ⌫. From the constant aspect ratio experiments we know that neither the shape of the profiles nor their maxima depend on the temperature difference between the heating and the cooling plates. We plot three selected examples of v rms ͑z ‫ء‬ ͒ in Fig. 11 . Using the boundary layer thickness to scale the distance from the surface of the plate we find that all profiles are virtually invariant against a variation in ⌫ at least inside the boundary layer. Outside this near-wall region where the plumes intensively interact with the global flow the fluctuations reach a maximum. Its value increases with increasing aspect ratio. A serious hypothesis to explain this observation would require additional information about the fluctuations of the wallnormal velocity component and a detailed knowledge about the global flow structure at aspect ratios larger than ⌫ϭ1 which are not available until now.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The major finding of the present work is that the profiles of the mean horizontal velocity and its fluctuations are invariant against the variation in Ra or ⌫ if the wall distance is scaled by the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. In a parameter domain 10 9 Ͻ RaϽ 10 12 and 1.13Ͻ⌫Ͻ11.3 none of the measured profiles were found to match the Blasius profile for the laminar flow in an isothermal shear layer over a flat plate. Particularly in the outer region of the boundary layer the velocity gradient ‫ץ‬v / ‫ץ‬z was smaller than expected from the prediction of a laminar shear flow. This finding indicates that the wall-normal momentum transport in a convective boundary layer is higher than in a laminar shear flow of constant temperature. One hypothesis to explain it might be the formation of thermal plumes inside the boundary layer and their interaction with the outer flow. However, in order to fully understand this process measurements of the wall-normal velocity component are required.
The fluctuations of the horizontal velocity rise linearly with the plate distance z inside the boundary layer. They reach their maximum at z Ϸ ␦ but the value of these maxima depends on the aspect ratio. For a fixed aspect ratio of about unity viscous and thermal boundary layer exhibit roughly the same thickness and they scale with the Rayleigh number in a similar manner ͑irre-spective the parameter range outside the Boussinesq approximation͒. With increasing aspect ratio, the viscous boundary layer shrinks faster than the thermal one does corresponding 
